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life. Noted for its exterior recalling styling from the s, the PT Cruiser was designed by Bryan
Nesbitt. By the end of production in July , [5] worldwide production had reached 1. A
convertible was introduced for the model year. A Chrysler spokesperson said the last model
was Stone White and was destined for a U. The US version came standard with a 2. In addition
to this standard model, a 2. Chrysler sold over 10, PT Cruisers in Japan. Both the five-door
hatchback and the two-door convertible, and the GT turbo engine package were sold in Japan in
right-hand drive configurations. Japanese versions were manufactured at the Austrian factory
and were equipped very similarly to European specifications. From until , the PT Cruiser was
used in the city of Urayasu , Chiba Prefecture by the Maihama Resort Cab company to serve as
a taxi in the vicinity of Tokyo Disneyland because of its fun, retro appearance. Unfortunately,
the PT Cruiser wasn't built for the rigors of taxi service, and the fleet became expensive to
maintain, with eventual retirement in However, rather than being modern renditions of the
original namesake models, the PT Cruiser was a new design based on a compilation of design
cues from the s and s. Lutz , who was an executive at Chrysler at the time, Dr. Clotaire Rapaille ,
and Bryan Nesbitt. The PT Cruiser was inspired by both of the previous-mentioned vehicles and
had a high roof that was very reminiscent of the Chevrolet Advance Design trucks. The
introduction of the PT Cruiser was described as "segment busting" in the marketplace.
Crysler's Dieter Zetsche described it as a continuing example of the automaker's innovation for
new segments as well as "demonstrates that you can have head-turning style, practicality, and
value all in one package. The reaction to the PT Cruiser, in general, was "people either loved
them or hated them" while for some owners the car inspired a "cult following. The GT model
introduced in has a "2. The PT Cruiser was updated for to include scalloped headlights, a
revised grille no longer extending below the "bumper", new lower front fascia which eliminated
the patented brake cooling ducts, and redesigned taillights as well as available round fog
lamps. The changes reduced the "retro vibe" that did not satisfy some customers as well as
"exposing the main pitfall of retro design: How do you update old? Interior updates included a
revised interior with an updated dash with an analog clock in the center stack. The audio
system featured a line-in jack for MP3 players integrated into the dash. Features such as
satellite radio , a premium sound system by Boston Acoustics with external amplifier and
subwoofer , and UConnect hands-free Bluetooth for compatible cell phones also became
available in The turbocharged 2. A " Mopar " cruise control unit became available as an
aftermarket unit on models. Also in , Chrysler dealers were permitted to order vehicles with
separate options unbundled options from option packages such as anti-lock brakes and Side
Impact Airbags. Sirius Satellite Radio also became an option that could be installed as a dealer
option with a factory appearance i. It included a 2. Optional features included leather seating
surfaces, a power front driver's bucket seat, an engine block heater, a power tilt-and-sliding
sunroof, and heated dual front bucket seats. The only interior color option was Pastel Slate
Gray. The car received bad results in the frontal impact test 6 out of 16 possible points. The
height of the seats and side airbags helped to attain a maximum score of 16 points in the side
impact test. The low frontal scores are in part explained by the cushioning near the knees,
designed to protect unbelted occupants, which is not a factor in the EU where passengers must
wear seat belts. For , the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gave the PT Cruiser the highest
rating of Good overall for occupant protection in frontal crashes and the lowest overall rating of
Poor for side crashes. The cylinder head was also different for turbo engines, from naturally
aspirated. The turbo version was used by both the PT Cruiser GT and Dodge Neon SRT-4 with

larger diameter valves and seats, exhaust valves made of Inconel, improved cooling as well as
larger oil drain back passages, and different camshafts. The PT Cruiser Turbo engine package
differs from the SRT-4 because the intake manifold, turbocharger plumbing, and intercooler are
different. Factory Flame package â€” Flame-inspired vinyl decals of a 'tone-on-tone' type
applied on the hood, front fenders, and front doors starting with models. Four flame designs:
fading orange-to-red on cars painted red, fading blue to cranberry flames on cranberry finished
cars, a dark silver that fades into bright silver on bright silver paint, and fading deep magenta to
black flames highlighted with a blue border on black cars. Woodie package â€” Available on all
Chrysler PT Cruiser models from to models, the simulated wood panels were on the sides of the
vehicle and on the rear hatch. The vinyl graphic featured a linear Medium Oak woodgrain framed
with Light Ash surround moldings. Exterior identification included a 'Street Cruiser' badge with
Solar Yellow accents on the liftgate and 'Route 66' badges on the front doors. A total of 1, Route
66 models were produced in North America, with of those equipped with 5-speed manual
transmissions. It included "Sunset Crystal" paint accented with various chrome body-trim
pieces, deep-tint glass, inch chrome wheels with all-season touring tires. The Dream Cruiser
Series 5 production totaled 1, units for the US market during the model year. The vehicle was
announced in conjunction with the Woodward Dream Cruise. Based on the Classic trim, the
Sport version included a roof-mounted body-colored spoiler, inch alloy wheels, PT Cruiser
Sport badge, and exclusive graphite metallic paint. The PT Cruiser Sport was available with a
two-litre petrol engine. The Couture Edition featured a contrasting two-tone paint scheme: black
above the beltline and silver metallic on the bottom section, with a red pinstripe dividing the
two. The interior included Radar Red leather buckets dark gray leather optional with black
piping, a red or black shifter knob, and chrome appliques. Outside features included inch
chrome-clad wheels with chromed bodyside moldings and accents. Production was limited to
The rear interior space featured a full wood floor with bright skid strips and wood bars along
with the side quarter panels with cargo straps providing a multi-use cargo area. From Wikipedia,
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Coupe utility. Cars The pain stems from the strut shaft spinning as you tighten the nut, resulting
in zero tightening. Using air tool and blasting down on it can cause over tightening. Over
tightening and under tightening can lead to premature part failure. Torquing nuts or bolts to
proper values set by BMW is critical, you can read our post on why this is so important here.
Any nut or bolt which is over tightened is essentially over stretching the bolt, or in this case the
strut tube. This can lead to premature failure of the strut and require early replacing. Over
tightening also compresses the spring down further on the strut, causing preload to the spring.
Under tightening the top strut nut will cause a popping noise when driving, usually when going
over small bumps. The cause of the problem is from the spring not being compressed enough
from the top nut pushing down on firmly on the top hat. As a result, the spring is essentially
bouncing up and down between the top hat and spring perch on the strut. This is just enough to
keep the assembly together as you gather the proper tools. The tightening of the top nut can be
done once the strut is installed in the car before test driving or when the strut assembly is still
off the car. Attach the socket on the torque wrench and insert it over the nut. Ensure the torque
wrench is properly set to the proper value, in this instance on the E46 it is set to 47 ft lbs. Next,
take the allen key and insert it into the top of the strut shaft. This will keep the shaft from

spinning as you tighten the nut. Begin tightening the nut, as the socket turns and hits the allen
key you will have to lift it off the nut and rotate it so the opening is facing you again and reinstall
the allen key. After a few good rotations the torque wrench will give you a satisfying click and
you are done. No more hammering down on this nut with an air tool or electric impact causing
over tightening. It is important to use the proper tools for the job. This will ensure safety and
longevity of your parts, prevents headaches and saves time. Problem: Improper tightening of
top strut nuts. Issues with over tightening top strut nut: Any nut or bolt which is over tightened
is essentially over stretching the bolt, or in this case the strut tube. Issues with under tightening
top strut nut: Under tightening the top strut nut will cause a popping noise when driving,
usually when going over small bumps. BMW special tool part number: 31 2 I hit a chunk of ice
and it tore a hole in the oil pan. Does oil pan removale require raising the engine or does it just
unbolt and drop out? Do you. Remove right inner splash shield. Remove structural collar. See:
Engine Mount Remove lower torque strut. Remove oil filter adapter and gasket Fig. Remove oil
pan and gasket Fig. Clean oil pan and all gasket surfaces. Install oil pan gasket to the block.
Install pan gasket and pan. Tighten screws to 12 Nm in. Install oil filter adapter and gasket Fig.
Install oil drain plug and oil filter. Install structural collar. Install lower torque strut. Lower
vehicle and fill engine crankcase with proper oil to correct level. Here are some guide below to
help with the job, Please let us know happens so it will help others. Best, Ken Images Click to
enlarge. Was this answer. I'm trying to remove a oil pan and 3 of the bolts are under the
structural collar and I need to remove and need to know how to remove the structural collar vie
have tried a ratchet with a socket and a crechent wrench neither worked. How do I remove the
structural collar Was this answer. You have to re
lexus is 250 coolant
93 kawasaki
honda pioneer radio
move collar with bolts indicated. You will have to support engine from top also you need to
remove lower torque strut see pics. Images Click to enlarge. Can I use a jack to support the
engine Was this answer. Nope, too dangerous especially pulling the pan, you need to support
the engine from above. So I have to use a cherry picker Was this answer. Or something strong
enough to hold the engine. Of course if engine mounts are not disconnected you are good to
go. Bolt cross threaded or over tightened Was this answer. I need to get a new oil pan for my PT
Cruiser since the threads for the drain degraded and started to strip out. I was considering a
used parts but I am concerned about turning around and spending even more after a few more
changes on having to get another pan. What would you recommend? Go with a new pan, do the
job once! Please login or register to post a reply. Asked by takabook lycos. It Is Like It
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